Online Customer View: Positive Effect of Consumer Complaint in Domestic Appliance Purchase
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Abstract. Consumer complaint behavior (CCB) attracts increasing attention from most marketing scholars recently, but there are still few research focus on its positive effect from customer view. This study concentrates on online customer purchase behavior in domestic appliance, attempted to analyze the positive effect of CCB through observation, questionnaire survey and interview method. The study indicates that experienced online customers are inclined to cognize products which they are not familiar with by information collecting and processing from other customers’ evaluation. Rather than positive customer evaluation, CCB could generate positive effect which can be more helpful for online customers’ cognition, selection and purchase decision making on the products which they are not familiar with. The paper finds a new category of CCB, designs a new CCB taxonomy, proposes an Online Customer Product Evaluation Model (OCPE Model) based on domestic appliance purchase and provides some suggestion to companies on maximizing the positive influence caused by CCB.

Introduction

Nowadays, products updates rapidly with science and technology development in shorter time than ever. As one basic product category, domestic appliance is designed multifunctional, strong performance and always with attractive appearance in an endless stream, which make customers unacquainted with them so that learn them by enough information just like learn some new products customers never know. As to online customer, they always finish product selection by B2C or C2C in the first time. So, learning by evaluations from other customers is a good way to getting information. When dissatisfaction occurs, consumer complaint behavior (CCB) emerges, and consumer complaint content (CBC) is so useful for online customer to cognize product they want to purchase.

CCB has received increasing attention from researchers and practitioners alike (Ro & Mattila, 2015; Kim, Lee & Mattila, 2014; Kim & Chen, 2010; Kucuk 2008; Hong & Lee, 2005; Jones, McLearly & Lepisto, 2002; Kolodinsky 1995; Singh 1988; Day 1977, 1984; TARP 1980, 1985)\textsuperscript{[1-12]} in the last 38 years. It is believed that CCB, especially consumer private complaint behavior (CPCB), as one basic form of CCB, according to CCB classifications proposed by researchers (Davidow & Dacin 1997; Singh 1988; Day & London 1977)\textsuperscript{[13-15]}, is the most harmful behavior to companies by its privacy and uncontrollability. For online customers, according to our survey results, it’s so interesting that they wish to see both positive and negative evaluations about products from other customers, especially CBC.

Hence, the objectives of this study are:
1. To confirm CCB categories refer to online customer purchase;
2. To analyze the positive effect of CCB for online customer;
3. To construct the model of online customer product evaluation.

Review of Literature

Concept of Consumer Complaint Behavior (CCB). Researches on CCB began from 70s in last century. Several definitions have been proposed. Jacoby and Jaccard (1981) suggested that consumer complaint behavior is generally related to the emotional reactions of dissatisfied consumers due to a product and/or service failure\textsuperscript{[16]}. Singh (1988) supposed that CCB is conceptualized as a set of
multiple (behavioral and nonbehavioral) responses, some or all of which are triggered by perceived dissatisfaction with a purchase episode\textsuperscript{17}.

There is considerable agreement about the conceptual meaning of consumer complaint behavior that it is believed that the CCB phenomenon is driven by some feelings or emotions of perceived dissatisfaction (Day 1984; Landon 1980)\textsuperscript{18, 19}.

**Classification of Consumer Complaint Behavior (CCB).** We could realize by the CCB concepts that CCB responses generally are considered to fit into two broad categories, behavioral and nonbehavioral. Behavioral responses focus on the consumer’s actions that convey an "expression of dissatisfaction" (Landon, 1980)\textsuperscript{20}. And of course, consumer’s behavioral responses could not be towards to the sellers directly, but also to the manufacturers and retailers, etc. While some consumers take behavior responses, the others take nonbehavioral ones, Day et al. (1981)\textsuperscript{21}. For example, the consumer forgets about a dissatisfying episode and does nothing, should be considered as legitimate CCB responses. Sometimes, consumer will not do behavioral responses because of timing, financial cost or physical cost, but which doesn’t mean consumer is satisfied.

With a review of CCB literature, we find Day (1977, 1980)\textsuperscript{22,23} and Singh (1988)\textsuperscript{24} proposed their representative CCB taxonomies. The first CCB taxonomy is advised by Day and Landon (1977)\textsuperscript{25}. They suggest that CCB should be classified in a two-level hierarchically. In the first level, CCB could be distinguished behavioral response from nonbehavioral response. In the second level, behavioral response could be classified with public action and private action. The public response including seeking redress, legal action and complaining to public. The private response including two typical action, boycotting and word-of-mouth communication with friends. We can see it clearly by their classification schema (see Fig. 1).
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**Dissatisfaction Occurs**
- Take Some Action
  - Public Action: Seek Redress Directly from Business, Legal Action, Complaint to Public or Private Agencies
  - Private Action: Boycott Seller or Manufacturer, Warm Friends and Relatives
- Take No Action

**Dissatisfaction Occurs**
- VOICE RESPONSES: e.g., Seek Redress from Seller; No Action
- PRIVATE RESPONSES: e.g., Word-of-Mouth Communication
- THIRD PARTY RESPONSES: e.g., Take Legal Action

Fig. 1 Day and Landon’s classification  Fig. 2 Singh’s Taxonomy

Day (1980) modifies the classification at the second level\textsuperscript{26}. He noted consumers complain to achieve specific objectives with their various “explanations” for complaint action they take. Day proposed that the complaint motive can be used to classify behavioral CCB into three broad categories: redress seeking, complaining and personal boycott.

Singh (1988) conducts his study with 4000 questionnaires sending out and posed his taxonomy of CCB responses (see Fig. 2)\textsuperscript{27}. By confirmatory analysis, he argues that CCB responses could be classified into three categories.

1. Voice responses. It is a direct complaint behavior including seeking redress from seller and no action, etc.
2. Private responses. It is a indirect complaint behavior including word- of-mouth communication, etc.
3. The third party responses. It means taking legal action, etc.

We consider that Singh’s CCB taxonomy is more clear for his classification is in one-level hierarchy. We believe that, the action appearance but not consumer’s motive is more scientific, because consumer’s motive is far beyond the three ones suggested by Day (1980) but always in the three type advised by Singh (1988). So, We choose Singh’s CCB taxonomy as theoretical basis.

**Word-of-Mouth (WOM).** Word-of-mouth (WOM) behavior has received few attention from researchers. From a marketing perspective, Dichter (1966) proves that WOM communication is a major type of advertising and advanced the principle of WOM advertisement\textsuperscript{28}. Arndt (1968)
describes WOM communication as simply “oral, person-to-person communication between a perceived non-commercial communicator and a receiver regarding a brand, a product, or a service.” Westbrook (1987) considers WOM communication “consist of informal communications directed at other consumers about the ownership, usage, or characteristics of particular goods and services and/or their sellers.” Some scholars believe that only positive and not negative WOM is used to inform others about new products rather than existing products and it has limited influence. On the other hand, some scholars hold opposite view. Richins (1983) proves that the negative WOM is one basic type of CCB responses and it has a great influence on the other consumers. Stephens and Gwinner (1998) proposes that WOM communication has a strong ripple effect which could help companies create more loyal customer.

Hence, we could think that WOM could have a big and far power of influence but not a limited one on other related people directly or indirectly.

Methodology

Sample Design. Ideal sample, first of all, should be online customer with not less than 2 years’ experience of online shopping because inexperienced online customer is always lack of shopping skills and 2 years could be acceptable according to Constantinides’s research (1990). And also, the sample should have domestic appliance online purchase experience or plan so they could think it over that how to purchase satisfying products online. What’s more, college trained customer would be preferred, which means they are the adults who could perceive products sanely.

Questionnaire Discrimination. Respondents were asked to record information regarding their direct experience of online shopping on a standardized form both online and intercept visit on the road. A valid sample of 203 adults between the ages of 22 to 44 is available. All of the respondents are Chinese. The respondents were enrolled in 19 different provinces. Demographic characteristics of the sample are provided in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, a strength of the sample utilized for this study is the diversity of the respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numble of provinces</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>20-29 (75 respondents)</td>
<td>2-5 (78 respondents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 males</td>
<td>30-39 (105 respondents)</td>
<td>5-10 (116 respondents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123 females</td>
<td>40-49 (23 respondents)</td>
<td>10 above (9 respondents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interview Method. Respondents were interviewed in 20 groups by researchers and interview outline was designed in terms of the motivation, process and method of their domestic appliance online purchase behavior. For the 19 cooperative respondents with rigorous verbal expression the study selected, they were invited to participate in deep interview individually. Deep interview was not structurized and the topic is still domestic appliance online purchase behavior. Compared to group interview, deep interview focus on the behavioral details much more.

Analysis and Results

New Taxonomy of CCB. Almost all of the respondents would attempt to acquaint themselves with customer evaluation both online and offline but not just online customer evaluation only when they prepared to make online purchase on domestic appliance. It is a remarkable fact that there are 2 types of customer evaluation by content which are product evaluation and service evaluation. Product evaluation is just about the quality of the product itself and service evaluation is referred to all the other things supplied by seller except the product including delivery service which is so important in online shopping. Accordingly, as one kind of negative evaluation, CCB could have 2 types by content. Considering propagation medium, the paper provides a new taxonomy of CCB in figure 3.
Online Customer Product Evaluation Model. This study found that almost all of the respondents believed that CCB or other negative evaluation is more useful than positive evaluation that’s because they could realize product more objectively by CCB which is always in details but not positive evaluation which is always general. What’s more, they did not mind CCB to service especially online service attitude except that they need the product as soon as possible. And, generally speaking, the positive evaluation about product is more concerned by them. So, if online evaluation about product coincided with offline evaluation about product, it’s so easy for the respondents to make decision to accept or not. Specifically, if both online ones and offline ones were positive, the respondents are inclined to purchase; if negative, they switch to other products probably. In 2 circumstances above, CCB’s positive effect does not exist. Only when online ones disagree with offline ones, the positive effect of CCB could be found. The condition of CCB’s positive effect is provided in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of evaluation</th>
<th>P online</th>
<th>N online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P offline</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N offline</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P: positive evaluation; N: negative evaluation

Under this condition, customer could gather product evaluations both positive and negative online or offline. The respondents with more years of online shopping experience would make a study on product by analysis of the CCB to product no matter online or offline in some method like Grounded Research. They would mine some product features by coding the content of CCB, and then, pick some ones they emphasized out and confirm. After that, they would analyze the parts referred to the features they emphasized carefully and seek more credible description from close friends but not online customers. Then, they contrast their conclusion with others’ description and make decision at last. If their conclusions agree with the description, they make decision easily. Otherwise, they would like to make purchase decision based on the description from close friends much more than their conclusion of their analysis (see Fig. 3).
Conclusion and Implication

The study found the positive effect of CCB for online customer purchase. Based on above, we could learn that the positive effect is conditional and it’s powerful in online shopping. For online customer, making a good use of CCB from other customers is always meant to make a good purchase decision. On the other hand, it’s obvious that companies should focus on online CCB to their products.
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